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VEILED TRUTHS
Barbara Roos
Many of the women strolling Cairo's dusty streets or enjoying the clear pinescented air of Damascus, wear traditional Islamic dress rather than Western-style
clothing. The number of those choosing to "veil" is growing. Exactly what constitutes
Islamic dress varies. At the minimum, it's simply a large head scarf. It may also
include a full-length, loose-fitting dress. The long full sleeves are kept from revealing
the wearer's arms by loops of thread fastened around a finger of each hand. Face
veils take many forms. Some are so transparent that an observer can check out the
color of the wearer's lipstick. Others are totally opaque. One-piece versions that
cover both head and face are tucked into the collars of smart western-style coats.
The coats themselves are hemmed short, to show off elegant high-heeied shoes.
Many women adopting Islamic dress today are young, urban, and collegeeducated. From the point of view of negative Western stereotypes about the Middle
East, they are choosing to become faceless women: anonymous, silent, controlled
by a male-dominated religion. Their individuality extinguished, they represent a
horrific "other." In reality, contemporary reasons for adopting Islamic dress are varied
and complex; and in the instances brought to my attention during a visit to Egypt and
Syria in 1994, they contradict Western stereotypes.
While Islamic dress used to predict conservative traditional behavior on the part
of the woman wearing it, it no longer does so. A shopper in the Aleppo suk, robed in
black from head to toe, may be a religious conservative, or she may not be-you'd
have to speak with her to find out. Underneath some of the black robes are
expensive dresses in flashy styles. Brightly painted fingernails peek out from long
black sleeves. An Alexandrian woman in full Islamic dress walks hand-in-hand with a
friend wearing slacks and a sleeveless blouse. A veiled Cairene woman silently
follows her male relatives down a city street: one block farther on, another
traditionally-dressed woman walks ahead of her husband, glancing back from time to
time as she chatters at him a mile a minute.
It was in 1923 that a group of upper class Egyptian women removed their veils in
a public gesture of freedom. Western-style dress spread throughout the Arab world
in the decades that followed, as did women's rights. Syrian women received the vote
in 1947, Egyptian women nine years later. By the 1960s, an Egyptian woman who
worked outside her home was guaranteed fifty days of maternity leave, free day care
at her place of work, and one paid hour a day for nursing her child.
But continuing economic and political pressures have caused changes in both
countries. Now, as Egypt leads Syria from a socialist into a market economy,
government empioyment is shrinking and, unfortunately, private employers
frequently ignore such requirements as day care and maternity leave. Furthermore,
women are being squeezed entirely out of the work force. Among recent Egyptian
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university graduates, male unemployment is running at 10%, while female
unemployment stands at 40%. Therefore, adopting a stay-at-home lifestyle, signified
in part by traditional dress, literally "saves face": it is a respectable way for women to
deal with unemployment and with their shrinking chances to attain other goals.
Some women who choose Islamic dress do so because they feel Western-style
dress diminishes women, turning them into sex objects. Along the same line, others
take the veil because conservative dress offers protection from harassment when out
in public. The female heads of household left behind by husbands who remain
abroad years at a time in order to work at well-paying jobs in Gulf states, have to be
in public to a greater extent than ever before. It is a sin to harass a religious person:
hence, the usefulness to these women of wearing Islamic garb.
Others who choose to veil are casting a symbolic vote against the secular nature
of their governments. They wear the veil as a political statement. Another kind of
political statement, perhaps in its way just as heart-felt, is wearing the veil as a
generational challenge. For example, Bonthanna Shaaban, well-known within her
country as an author and as the official translator for Syrian President Asaad, says
she was dismayed when her twelve-year-old daughter recently announced plans to
don Islamic dress as soon as she leaves home for college.
Perhaps a Westerner can find enough about contemporary Islamic dress in books
and articles. But by traveling to the Middle East, one is able to observe the proportion
of women veiling in different parts of the cities, in different cities, in the countryside.
One is able to observe body language and how it speaks about who is behind the
veil. One can ask questions. And, most of all, one has the opportunity to encounter
the unexpected: to experience that shock of surprise that no lecture, photograph or
printed page can offer.
My epiphany happened on a July morning a year ago. We were visiting an
Iranian-financed Moslem shrine in Damascus. Its ceiling was a fairy-tale vision,
covered with crystals and mirrors. The floor around the inner shrine was packed with
people singing and sobbing. We Westerners sat a bit away from the main crowd, for
we were told that some people would resent our presence. A guard prowled near us,
a handgun tucked in his belt.
We sat there on the hard stone floor for a long time. My hooded robes, required of
women visiting mosques and Moslem shrines, were spread out around me. I'll never
forget the intensity of those moments: the beauty of the room, the ecstatic crowd,
and my fear. Then, suddenly, I experienced my black robe in a new and quite
wonderful way. Of course, the robe hid my graceless, unladylike sprawl from the
glances of strangers, not to mention the unwelcome camera that was clutched to my
side. The hooded robe also disguised my personal appearance: no one within that
large space could determine my ethnicity, my age, my weight, or even my mood: it
was, for me, a very welcome freedom from the gaze of strangers. But most striking
was the unexpected feeling, doubtless born of the intensity of the moment, that my
personal space, my personality, had suddenly expanded to fit the robe I wore! I felt
as though I now filled a much larger territory on the surface of this earth than I ever
had before. Rather than feeling diminished by the heavy black cloth, I felt strong.
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Rather than feeling oppressed by being required to wear it, I felt freer than I had a
few moments earlier.
This "click," caused by the unexpected arrival of a fresh perspective, is why
internationalization of the curriculum must include international travel. None of the
facts I learned about Islamic dress could have moved my deeply-held, culturallyinduced negative suspicion of veiling as did those few minutes, waiting and watching
and feeling, on that sunny morning in Damascus.

Author's note

Information about Islamic dress was gathered during a visit to Egypt and Syria as
a Malone Fellow, June-July 1994. The Fellowship is sponsored by the National
Council on U.S.-Arab Relations. Informants were Dr. Mervat Hatem of the
Department of Political Science of Howard University in Washington, D.C.; Dr.
Madiha El Safty, of the Department of Sociology of the American University of Cairo,
Egypt; and Ms. Bonthanna Shaaban, author and official translator for Syrian
President Asaad.
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